Acute and Long-Term Treatments with an Herbal Formula V-Vital Capsule Increase Exercise Endurance Capacity in Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice
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Abstract

Fatigue is a self-limiting response arising from physical and/or mental weariness, with a consequent personal and economic morbidity on work performance and social relationships. Anti-fatigue intervention is therefore urgently sought. “Qi-invigorating” Chinese tonic herbs, which can improve the energy status in the body according to the theory of traditional Chinese medicine, may produce beneficial effects in fatigue individuals. The herbal formula V-Vital capsule (VVC), which comprises 3 “Qi-invigorating” herbs, namely the root of Rhodiola rosea, Eleutherococcus senticosus and Panax quinquefolium, may produce anti-fatigue effect. In the present study, we investigated the effect of acute/long-term VVC treatment (acute: 0.75, 0.2 and 3.75 kg/day × 1 dose; long-term: 0.075 and 0.25 g/kg/day × 14 doses) on weight-loaded swimming female ICR mice. The weight-loaded swimming time until exhaustion, indicative of exercise endurance capacity, was recorded. Plasma levels of glucose, non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA), lactate and reactive oxygen metabolites (ROM) were measured in the exhausted mice. Glycogen levels in skeletal muscle and liver tissues were also measured. Mitochondrial function status [such as adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT) activity and coupling efficiency] was assayed. Results showed that acute VVC treatment increased the exercise endurance capacity in weight-loaded swimming mice. The ability of acute VVC treatment to enhance the exercise endurance was associated with increases in plasma glucose levels as well as glycogen levels in skeletal muscles and liver tissues, presumably due to the utilization of plasma lactate for gluconeogenesis and/or glycogen synthesis in the liver. While acute VVC treatment reduced the plasma ROM level in weight-loaded swimming mice, it increased the ANT activity. In this regard, the enhancement in exercise endurance afforded by acute
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VVC treatment might be due to an increase in the glucose supply to the skeletal muscle, the amelioration of systemic oxidative stress and the improvement in mitochondrial function of skeletal muscle. Consistent with the results obtained in acute VVC treatment experiment, the long-term VVC treatment enhances the exercise endurance in weight-loaded swimming mice. The ensemble of results suggests that VVC may offer a promising prospect for enhancing the exercise endurance and alleviating fatigue in humans.
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1. Introduction
Fatigue, which is a self-limiting response arising from physical and/or mental weariness, can be classified into three categories, namely secondary fatigue, physiologic fatigue and chronic fatigue [1]. Secondary fatigue refers to the weariness secondary to medical condition. While physiologic fatigue refers to an unbalance status of work and rest that can be recovered by taking rest, chronic fatigue is a pathological condition characterized by a persistent (or relapsing) debilitating and clinically unexplained fatigue that leads to a substantial impairment in functional status [2]. Chronic fatigue is a heterogeneous syndrome, characterized by a variety of pathophysiological features including neuroendocrine abnormalities, increased susceptibility to infections, obesity and chronic stress [2]. Despite the diversity of these pathophysiological anomalies, the disruption of structural and functional integrity of mitochondria has been shown to be crucially involved in the development of chronic fatigue, presumably due to an inadequate/inefficient energy supply to skeletal muscle [3] [4]. In order to sustain the energy demands in cytosol of muscle cells, the ATP synthesized in the mitochondria is exchanged with cytosolic ADP by adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT). In addition, the ANT-mediated ATP/ADP exchange was found to be critical for the maintenance of ATP synthase activity [5]. In view of the consequent personal and economic morbidity arising from the negative impacts of fatigue on work performance and social relationships [1], anti-fatigue intervention is urgently sought.

In an effort to develop safe interventions for fatigue, traditional Chinese medicine, which has a long history of use in safeguarding health, has attracted a lot of interest. In the realm of tradition Chinese medicine theories, Qi is a manifestation of energy status of the body [6]. In this connection, “Qi-invigorating” Chinese tonic herbs may produce beneficial effects in fatigue individuals. In support of this, recent studies have demonstrated that an extract of “Yang-invigorating” herb or a compound isolated from “Qi-invigorating” herb can enhance the mitochondrial ATP generation capacity in cultured cardiomyocytes as well as in mitochondria isolated from hearts of drug/herbal extract-treated rats [7] [8]. V-vital capsule (VVC) is an herbal formula comprising three “Qi-invigorating” herbs, namely, the root of *Rhodiola rosea*, the root of *Eleutherococcus senticosus* and the root of *Panax quinquefolium*. With respect to the increased capacity of mitochondrial ATP generation afforded by “Yang/Qi-invigorating” herbs [7] [8], VVC may offer a prospect for ameliorating physical and/or mental fatigue.

To evaluate the effectiveness of anti-fatigue intervention, force swimming test is a commonly adopted model for assessing the exercise endurance of mice [9] [10]. During the exercise, the supply of metabolic fuel molecules [such as glucose and non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA)] to skeletal muscle [11], the mobilization of energy reserves (such as glycogen in skeletal muscle and liver) [11] as well as the efficiency of mitochondrial respiration in skeletal muscle [12] determine the exercise endurance capacity. In the present study, we endeavored to examine the effect of acute and long treatment with VVC on exercise endurance and the associated changes in various biochemical parameters in mice using a weight-loaded forced swimming test. To assess the availability of fuel molecules, plasma levels of glucose and NEFA were measured. To examine the energy reserve, glycogen levels in skeletal muscle and liver tissues were also measured. In addition, various metabolites such as lactate (arising from the anaerobic glycolysis) and reactive oxygen metabolites (ROM, which is indicative of systemic oxidative stress) in plasma were measured. To assess the energy metabolic status of skeletal muscle, mitochondrial adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT) activity as well as state 3 and state 4 respiration rates of isolated mitochondria of skeletal muscle were assayed. The mitochondrial coupling efficiency was then estimated by computing the ratio of state 3 to state 4 mitochondrial respiratory rates.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Lactate oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABST) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). NEFA assay kits were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Okasa, Japan). Glucose assay reagent was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. The VVC were manufactured and supplied by Infinitus (China) Company Ltd. (Guangzhou, China). All other chemicals were of analytical grade.

2.2. Animal Care

Male ICR mice (8 - 10 weeks old, 30 - 25 g) were maintained under a 12-hour dark/light cycle at about 22˚C, and allowed food and water ad libitum in the Animal and Plant Care Facility at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST). All experimental protocols were approved by the University Committee on Research Practice at HKUST.

2.3. Animal Treatment

In the acute VVC treatment, male ICR mice were randomly assigned to 4 groups, with 10 - 15 mice in each group: (1) control; (2) VVC (0.75 g/kg); (3) VVC (2.5 g/kg); (4) VVC (3.75 g/kg). Control mice received water (vehicle) only. Thirty min post-dosing, the mice were subjected to weight-loaded swimming test. Mice were sacrificed under phenobarbital anesthesia after the swimming test.

In the long-term VVC treatment, male ICR mice were randomly assigned to 6 groups, with 10 - 15 mice in each group: (1) non-swimming control; (2) non-swimming VVC (0.075 g/kg); (3) non-swimming VVC (0.25 g/kg); (4) swimming control; (5) swimming VVC (0.075 g/kg); (6) swimming VVC (0.25 g/kg). Immediately after the 1st weight-loaded swimming test (i.e. week 0), mice were intragastrically administered with VVC (0.075 and 0.25 g/kg/day) 5 days per week for 2 weeks (i.e. 10 doses) while control mice received water (vehicle) only. Mice were then subjected to weight-loaded swimming test once a week for 2 weeks (i.e. at week 1 and week 2), at 30 min post-dosing with VVC. Mice were sacrificed under phenobarbital anesthesia after the last swimming test.

2.4. Weight-Loaded Swimming Test

The exercise endurance capacity was assessed by weight-loaded swimming test. Swimming exercise was conducted with mice carrying a load of 6% of their body weight. The exhaustion time was defined as the inability of weight-loaded mice to rise to the water surface for 7 seconds. Swimming exercise was carried out in a tank (20 × 25 × 33 cm), which was filled with water to a depth of ~28 cm and maintained at 25˚C ± 1˚C. The tank was shaken at a speed of 40 rpm. To avoid the influence of circadian rhythm on physical activity, swimming exercise was done during 11:00 to 17:00, a period in which a minimal variation of endurance capacity has been reported in mice. Hairs of mice were wet with detergent water (1% w/v) to reduce surface tension. The swimming time (second) until exhaustion was recorded.

2.5. Preparation of Blood/Tissue Samples

Blood samples were drawn from phenobarbital-anesthetized mice by cardiac excision using syringes rinsed with 0.5% heparin in saline (w/v). Plasma samples were obtained by centrifuging whole blood samples at 1500 ×g for 10 min at 4˚C. Plasma samples were then subjected to biochemical analysis.

Minced gastrocnemius muscle tissues were digested by collagenase solution [0.075% (w/v) in buffer] at 4˚C for 20 min. After removing the collagenase solution by centrifugation, the digested muscle tissues were mixed with 20 mL of ice-cold homogenizing buffer (100 mM KCl, 50 mM MOPS, 10 mM EGTA, pH 7.2) and subjected to homogenization with a Teflon-glass homogenizer at 4,000 rpm for 25 - 30 complete strokes. Then the homogenates were centrifuged at 600 ×g for 10 min at 4˚C. The resultant supernatant was nucleus-free fraction [13]. Mitochondrial pellets were prepared from nucleus-free fractions of muscle homogenates by centrifugation at 9200 ×g at 4˚C for 30 min. The mitochondrial pellets were then resuspended in a buffer containing 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5 [13].
2.6. Biochemical Analysis

*Plasma fuel molecules.* Plasma glucose levels were measured using an assay kit utilizing the coupled hexokinase-catalyzed and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase-catalyzed reactions, with a resultant NAD reduction. Absorbance changes at 340 nm of the assay mixture were monitored spectrophotometrically by Victor3 Multi-label Counter (Perkin Elmer, Turku, Finland). Plasma NEFA level was measured using assay kit.

*Glycogen levels in the liver and skeletal muscle.* Liver and skeletal muscle tissues were weighed and then subjected to acidic hydrolysis with 2 M HCl at 100°C for 2 hours. The acidic hydrolyzed tissue samples were neutralized with 2 M NaOH and then centrifuged at 2150 ×g at 4°C for 10 min. The glucose level of the supernatant, which contained glucose releasing from glycogen hydrolysis, was measured using assay kit.

*Plasma lactate level.* Plasma lactate level was measured using a reaction cocktail made up of lactate oxidase, horseradish peroxidase and ABST in a buffer [0.1 M citric acid, 1 mg/mL BSA, 0.1% CaCl₂ (w/v), 0.02% sodium azide (w/v), pH 6.0]. Absorbances at 405 nm of the assay mixtures were measured spectrophotometrically by Victor3 Multi-label Counter.

*Plasma reactive oxygen metabolites (ROM) level.* The extent of exercise-induced changes in systemic oxidative stress was assessed by the measurement of plasma ROM level. Aliquots (40 μL) of plasma samples were mixed with 20 μL of 100 mM N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DMPD) and 1.97 mL of incubation buffer (0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.8). The reaction mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 60 min in dark. Absorbances at 505 nm of the reaction mixtures were measured using Victor3 Multi-Label Counter. The standard calibration curve was obtained by mixing 5 μL of tert-butylhydroperoxide (t-BHP) (up to 100 μM) with 20 μL phosphate-buffered saline, 5 μL of 2.52 mM FeCl₂ and 2 mL of DMPD. The amounts of hydroperoxyl compounds in plasma were estimated from the standard calibration curve and expressed in t-BHP equivalents [14].

*Measurement of mitochondrial respiration.* Mitochondrial respiratory rate was measured polarographically by a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Hansatech Instruments Ltd., Norfolk, UK) at 30°C. Mitochondrial fraction (~0.5 mg protein/mL) was incubated in a buffer containing 30 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, 75 mM sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM KH₂PO₄ and 0.1% (w/v) fatty acid-free BSA, pH 7.0. Substrate solution containing 10 mM glutamate and 2.5 mM malate was added, and after a stable state 2 respiration had been established, state 3 respiration (coupling) was initiated by the addition of ADP (final concentration 0.6 mM). When all of the added ADP was used up for ATP generation, oligomycin (ATP synthase inhibitor) was added to induce the state 4 respiration (uncoupling). The mitochondrial coupling efficiency was estimated by calculating the ratio of state 3 to state 4 respirations [13].

*Adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT) function.* ANT function was assessed by noting the transportation of ATP (out) and ADP (in) through mitochondrial inner membrane [4]. The mitochondrial ATP level (a) was first measured. Secondly, the same mitochondrial fraction was mixed with a buffer (pH = 5.5 ± 0.2; serving as an artificial cytosol) containing ADP, which activates the ANT to transport ADP to the mitochondrial matrix. After 10 min of incubation, the mitochondrial ATP level (b) was measured again. The value of ANT_in was estimated by measuring the fractional increase in mitochondrial ATP as follow: ANT_in = [(b – a)/a]. Thirdly, the same mitochondrial fraction was mixed with a buffer (pH = 8.9 ± 0.2) containing no ADP, which activates the ANT to transport ATP from the mitochondrial matrix to the artificial cytosol. After 10 min of incubation, the mitochondrial ATP level was measured again (c). The value of ANT_out was estimated by measuring the fractional decrease in ATP as follows: ANT_out = [(c – a)/a]

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed by one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), except the data of the swimming time in long-term VVC treatment, were analyzed by mixed ANOVA. Post-hoc multiple comparisons were performed using Least Significant Difference. P values < 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Effects of Acute VVC Treatment on Weight-Loaded Swimming Time in Mice

Acute VVC treatment (2.5 and 3.75 g/kg) 30 min prior to weight-loaded swimming increased the weight-loaded swimming time by ~1-fold (104% and 104%, respectively) until exhaustion in mice (Figure 1).
3.2. Effects of Acute VVC Treatment on Plasma Levels of Fuel Molecules in Non-Swimming and Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice

Acute VVC treatment (0.75, 2.5 and 3.75 g/kg) dose-dependently increased plasma glucose level (22%, 40% and 54%, respectively) in non-swimming mice (Figure 2). However, acute VVC treatment decreased the plasma NEFA level (29%, 33% and 47%, respectively) in a dose-dependent manner. Weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion decreased plasma levels of glucose (25%) and NEFA (32%) when compared with the non-swimming control. Acute VVC treatment increased plasma glucose level (44%, 46% and 31%, respectively) and decreased plasma NEFA level (21% and 25% at 2.5 and 3.75 g/kg, respectively) in weight-loaded swimming mice.

3.3. Effects of Acute VVC Treatment on Skeletal/Hepatic Glycogen Levels in Non-Swimming and Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice

Acute VVC treatment did not produce any detectable changes in hepatic/skeletal muscle glycogen in.
non-swimming mice. Weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion depleted skeletal muscle (49%) but not hepatic glycogen level in mice (Figure 3). Acute VVC treatment caused increases in skeletal muscle and hepatic glycogen levels in weight-loaded swimming mice, with maximal stimulation being 60% and 87% at the doses of 2.5 and 3.75 g/kg, respectively.

3.4. Effects of Acute VVC Treatment on Plasma Levels of Metabolites in Non-Swimming and Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice

Acute VVC treatment did not change plasma lactate levels in non-swimming mice. Weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion increased plasma lactate level (45%) (Figure 4), which was associated with the decrease in

![Figure 3](image-url). Effects of acute VVC treatment on skeletal/hepatic glycogen levels in non-swimming and weight-loaded swimming mice. Mice were sacrificed after weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion. Skeletal glycogen level (Non-swimming control = 0.52 ± 0.03 μmol glucosyl unit/unit g tissue) and hepatic glycogen level (Non-swimming control = 5.95 ± 0.41 μmol glucosyl unit/unit g tissue) were measured, as described in Materials and Methods. Data were expressed as % control, by normalizing with the value of non-swimming control. Value given are means ± SEM, with n = 10 - 15. * Significantly different from non-swimming control; # Significantly different from swimming control.

![Figure 4](image-url). Effects of acute VVC treatment on plasma levels of metabolites in non-swimming and weight-loaded swimming mice. Mice were sacrificed after weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion. Plasma lactate level (Non-swimming control = 4.33 ± 0.24 mM) and plasma reactive oxygen metabolites (ROM) level (Non-swimming control = 105 ± 4.39 μmol tBHP equivalent) were measured, as described in Materials and Methods. Data were expressed as % control, by normalizing with the value of non-swimming control. Value given are means ± SEM, with n = 10 - 15. * Significantly different from non-swimming control; # Significantly different from swimming control.
plasma glucose level in weight-loaded swimming. Despite the fact that acute VVC treatment increased in plasma glucose level in weight-loaded swimming mice, plasma lactate levels were not affected. Acute VVC treatment also did not alter plasma ROM level in non-swimming mice. Weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion increased plasma ROM level (19%) in mice which was found to be reduced by acute VVC treatment (21% and 18% at 0.75 and 2.5 g/kg, respectively).

3.5. Effects of Acute VVC Treatment on Mitochondrial Functional Status of Skeletal Muscle in Non-Swimming and Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice

Acute VVC treatment did not produce any detectable change in the mitochondrial coupling efficiency of skeletal muscle in non-swimming mice (Figure 5). Weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion decreased mitochondrial coupling efficiency (24%) in mouse skeletal muscle. Acute VVC treatment at 0.75 g/kg significantly increased mitochondrial coupling efficiency (37%) in weight-loaded swimming mice. Acute VVC treatment (0.75, 2.5 and

Figure 5. Effects of acute VVC treatment on mitochondrial functional status of skeletal muscle in non-swimming and weight-loaded swimming mice. Mice were sacrificed after weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion. Mitochondrial respiratory rates of skeletal muscle was measured polarographically by a Clark-type oxygen electrode at 30°C. The coupling efficiency was estimated by calculating the ratio of state 3 to state 4 respirations (Non-swimming control = 2.51 ± 0.07). The effectiveness of adenosine nucleotide translocase (ANT) of skeletal muscle was also assessed, as described in Materials and Methods. ANT_in (which indicates the effectiveness of ADP influx in mitochondria; Non-swimming control = 9.02 ± 1.00) and ANT_out (which indicates the effectiveness of ATP outflux from mitochondria; Non-swimming control = 0.94 ± 0.01) were measured. Data were expressed as % control, by normalizing with the value of non-swimming control. Values given are means ± SEM, with n = 5 - 10. *Significantly different from non-swimming control; # Significantly different from swimming control.
3.75 g/kg) significantly increased mitochondrial ANT\textsubscript{in} activity (93%, 89% and 81%, respectively) in skeletal muscle of non-swimming mice, but it did not affect the ANT\textsubscript{out} activity. While weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion did not alter mitochondrial ANT\textsubscript{in/out} activities, acute VVC treatment increased the ANT\textsubscript{in} activity (101% and 92% at 0.75 and 3.75 g/kg, respectively) in weight-loaded swimming mice. The ANT\textsubscript{out} activity seemed to be slightly but significantly increased (9%) in acute VVC-treated (3.75 g/kg) and weight-loaded swimming mice.

### 3.6. Effects of Long-Term VVC Treatment on the Weight-Loaded Swimming Time of Mice

Long-term treatment (0.075 and 0.25 g/kg) for 2 weeks progressively increased the weight-loaded swimming time of mice, with the effect produced by the low dose of VVC being more prominent at 1 week post-treatment and the extent of prolongation in weight-loaded swimming time being 35.6% for both doses at 2 weeks post-treatment (Figure 6).

### 3.7. Effects of Long-Term VVC Treatment on Various Biochemical Parameters in Non-Swimming and Weight-Loaded Swimming Mice

Long-term VVC treatment did not produce any significant changes in the levels of plasma glucose, muscle glycogen, plasma metabolites as well as mitochondrial coupling efficiency in skeletal muscle of non-swimming mice, except a decrease in plasma NEFA (15% at 0.25 g/kg), increases in hepatic glycogen (29% and 25% at 0.075 and 0.25 g/kg, respectively) as well as a dose-dependent increase in mitochondrial ANT\textsubscript{in} activity in skeletal muscle (95% and 115% at 0.075 and 0.25 g/kg, respectively) (Table 1). Consistent with the results obtained from acute VVC treatment, weight-loaded swimming until exhaustion significantly decreased the plasma glucose as well as NEFA levels (25% and 32%, respectively), skeletal muscle glycogen level (46%) and hepatic glycogen level (37%). The weight-loaded swimming-induced depletions in plasma fuel molecules and energy reserves were associated with increases in plasma levels of metabolites, such as lactate (30%) and ROM (39%). While the long-term VVC treatment at low dose increased the mitochondrial ANT\textsubscript{in} activity (79% vs. swimming control) in skeletal muscle of weight-loaded swimming mice, the long-term VVC treatment at high dose further increased the glycogen level (44% vs. swimming control) as well as mitochondrial coupling efficiency (83% vs swimming control) in skeletal muscle. The plasma ROM level was reduced (19% vs. swimming control) in VVC-treated (0.25 g/kg) weight-loaded swimming mice.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Effects of long-term VVC treatment on the weight-loaded swimming time of mice. Mice were subjected to weight-loaded swimming test every week (including the week 0) during the 2-week period of experiment, as described in Materials and Methods. The swimming times of mice until exhaustion were recorded. Immediately after the 1\textsuperscript{st} weight-loaded swimming test (i.e. week 0), mice were intragastrically administered with VVC (0.075 and 0.25 g/kg/day) 5 days per week for 2 weeks (i.e. 10 doses), while control mice received water (vehicle) only. Data were expressed as swim time (second). Value given are means ± SEM, with n = 10 - 15. * Significantly different from drug-untreated control.
Table 1. Effects of long-term VVC treatment on various biochemical parameters in non-swimming and weight-loaded swimming mice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Swim</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Swim</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>VVC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.075 g/kg</td>
<td>0.25 g/kg</td>
<td>0.075 g/kg</td>
<td>0.25 g/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuel molecules</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma glucose</td>
<td>100 ± 2.4</td>
<td>108 ± 4.9</td>
<td>107 ± 3.2</td>
<td>74.5 ± 3.3a</td>
<td>61.0 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma NEFAs</td>
<td>100 ± 2.4</td>
<td>98.1 ± 3.0</td>
<td>84.8 ± 2.2a</td>
<td>68.2 ± 3.3a</td>
<td>65.8 ± 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy reserves</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle glycogen</td>
<td>100 ± 2.2</td>
<td>93.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>99.5 ± 2.7</td>
<td>53.8 ± 2.1a</td>
<td>65.5 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic glycogen</td>
<td>100 ± 2.3</td>
<td>129 ± 5.7a</td>
<td>125 ± 3.9a</td>
<td>62.6 ± 2.4a</td>
<td>74.7 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metabolites</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma lactate</td>
<td>100 ± 1.7</td>
<td>91.0 ± 4.0</td>
<td>90.9 ± 3.7</td>
<td>130 ± 4.1a</td>
<td>123 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>100 ± 2.8</td>
<td>95.9 ± 2.9</td>
<td>90.1 ± 3.3</td>
<td>139 ± 5.2a</td>
<td>126 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitochondrial functional status in skeletal muscle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling efficiency</td>
<td>100 ± 2.7</td>
<td>88.1 ± 14.7</td>
<td>87.7 ± 5.4</td>
<td>67.1 ± 10.2</td>
<td>90.9 ± 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT-in</td>
<td>100 ± 4.5</td>
<td>195 ± 15.6a</td>
<td>215 ± 22.0a</td>
<td>144 ± 14.2</td>
<td>258 ± 32.8b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT-out</td>
<td>100 ± 0.4</td>
<td>101 ± 0.2</td>
<td>102 ± 0.8</td>
<td>99.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>100 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. significantly different from non-swimming control; b. significantly different from swimming control.

4. Discussion

Acute VVC treatment increased the exercise endurance capacity in mice, as indicated by the increase in the swimming time of weight-loaded swimming mice. The ability of VVC to enhance exercise endurance is consistent with the experimental observations that all component herbs of VVC (i.e., the root of *Rhodiola rosea*, *Eleutherococcus senticosus* and *Panax quinquefolium*) independently increased the exercise endurance capacity in rodents. In this regard, the treatment with *Rhodiola rosea* extract was found to increase the swimming performance in both weight-unloaded and loaded rats [15] [16]. While the *Eleutherococcus senticosus* extract could increase the swimming time in forced swimming mice [17], the treatment with a protein fraction (containing proteins ranging from 8 - 66 kDa) isolated from *Panax quinquefolium* was able to increase the exercise endurance in weight-loaded swimming mice [18].

Force swimming-induced exhaustion, as observed in the present and other studies [9] [10], was found to be accompanied by depletions in plasma fuel molecules, suggestive of their involvement in muscle fatigue. In the present study, acute VVC treatment was found to increase the plasma level of glucose, with a concomitant decrease in plasma NEFA level, in both non-swimming and swimming mice. While the adipose tissue-derived NEFA is the major oxidative fuel molecule in skeletal muscle during low intensity exercise (such as weight-unloaded swimming) [19], plasma glucose is the major fuel molecule in skeletal muscle during high intensity exercise (such as weight-loaded swimming) [20]. As such, the enhancement in exercise endurance, as assessed by weight-loaded swimming, afforded by VVC may be due to the increase in plasma glucose supply to skeletal muscle for the anaerobic glycolysis. The lactate arising from anaerobic glycolysis then can undergo Cori cycle in the liver, with a resultant synthesis of glucose or glycogen. Given that high intensity exercise was found to time-dependently increase the plasma lactate level in rodents [21], VVC-treated mice, of which the swimming time is longer than those of VVC-untreated mice, should be expected to exhibit a higher plasma lactate level. However, VVC treatment did not increase the plasma lactate level in swimming mice, suggesting that plasma lactate may be utilized for gluconeogenesis and/or glycogen synthesis in the liver. This postulation is further strengthened by the observation that the glycogen levels in skeletal muscle and liver were elevated in VVC-
treated weight-loaded swimming mice.

The increased production of metabolites [e.g. H+ ion, lactate and reactive oxygen species (ROS)] during high intensity exercise was also found to be associated with muscle fatigue [22]. High plasma levels of H+/lactate were conventionally considered as the major cause of muscle fatigue [23]. As mentioned earlier, VVC may facilitate the metabolism of lactate in the liver, leading to a postponed increase in plasma lactate level, which in turn enhances the exercise endurance. Recent studies have shown that low pH [24] [25] and high lactate level [26] [27] may have less inhibitory effect on the muscle contraction than that of previously assumed. The muscle fatigue may be mainly caused by the reduction of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ release [28]. With this notion in mind, ROS, which could reduce the maximum Ca2+-activated force in skeletal muscle, the SR Ca2+ release and the Ca2+ sensitivity of contractile proteins [28], are hypothesized to play a critical role in muscle fatigue. In this connection, the acute VVC treatment-induced amelioration of systemic oxidative stress in swimming mice, as evidenced by a reduction of plasma ROM, may also contribute to the enhancement on exercise endurance. In support of this, a constituent of VVC, Rhodiola rosea, was also found to reduce swimming-enhanced oxidative stress in rat, possibly via its ROS scavenging capability and induction of the antioxidant defense system [15].

Acute VVC treatment improved the mitochondrial function in swimming mice, as indicated by increases in mitochondrial coupling efficiency and ANTin/out activities. An earlier study suggested that the mitochondrial function in skeletal muscle was positively correlated with the physical exercise performance in humans [29]. In this regard, the VVC-induced enhancement in exercise endurance may also be attributed to the improvement of mitochondrial function in skeletal muscle of swimming mice. In addition, a recent study showed that the PGC-1α-mediated activation of ANT reduced the production of mitochondrial ROS in cultured endothelial cells, with a resultant protection against oxidant-induced apoptosis [30]. Therefore, the activation of ANT by VVC may also be involved in the attenuation of systemic oxidative stress.

Consistent with the results obtained in acute VVC treatment, we further demonstrated that a long-term and low dose VVC treatment enhanced the exercise endurance in weight-loaded swimming mice, with an associated increase in ANTin activity at a low dose of treatment. However, varied effects on plasma fuel molecules, plasma metabolites, glycogen levels in skeletal muscle and liver, as well as mitochondrial functional status were observed between the acute and long-term treatment, which may possibly be related to the differences in the dose and duration of VVC treatment.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, both acute and long-term VVC treatments were found to enhance the exercise endurance in weight-loaded swimming mice. The enhancement in exercise endurance afforded by acute VVC treatment was associated with the increase in plasma fuel molecule, the amelioration of systemic oxidative stress, and the improvement in mitochondrial function of skeletal muscle. The ensemble of results suggests that VVC may offer a promising prospect for enhancing the exercise endurance and alleviating fatigue in humans.
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